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Introduction: 

 

Testosterone, androstenedione and 17α -hydroxyprogesterone are powerful steroids which 

play a critical role in development and reproductive processes in men and women. The 

measurements of these three steroids are widespread used for the diagnosis and monitoring of 

hyperandrogenic disorders, most importantly for congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) due 

to 21-hydroxylase deficiency.  For accurate and reproducible quantification of these steroids, 

a growing number of laboratories are shifting from immunoassay to liquid chromatography 

coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The simultaneous analysis of these 

three steroids by LC-MS/MS increases the selectivity and can lower cost compared to 

separate immunoassays. 

 

 

Methods: 

 

Two automated procedures for sample clean-up were investigated and compared : 

 the SLE-plate from Biotage [1] for a supported liquid extraction procedure [2] 



 the Tecan
®
 AC Extraction Plate™  with TICE™ technology (TICE = Tecan 

Immobilized Coating Extraction) [3].  

The sample preparation with both plates was performed on a Freedom EVO
®
 Liquid 

Handling System equipped with 8 channels. The Freedom EVO worktable was equipped with 

all necessary labware, like disposable tips and troughs, and hardware modules, such as the 

Te-Shake™ shaker and the Te-VacS™ vacuum unit, supporting both sample prep procedures 

with the same instrument. 

For the SLE-plate the procedure in Ref. [2] was followed. The sample was diluted and loaded 

on the plate by applying vacuum. Then the adsorbed steroid analytes were eluted, dried unter 

a flow of Nitrogen and reconstituted in elution solvent. The last step of this procedure was 

done manually off-line. 

 

The AC Extraction Plate is an ingenious novel consumable for sample preparation, consisting 

of a 96-deep well plate with wells that are coated with an absorptive film (TICE). The TICE 

coating has a particularly high affinity for small apolar molecules and is suitable for 

Testosterone and other steroids having a logP >3. Sample preparation with the AC Extraction 

Plate is a convenient three-step process, which can be easily done manually or with an 

automated Liquid Handling System, such as the Tecan Freedom EVO.  In a first step, the 

plasma sample is added into the well together with an appropriate extraction mix. To 

compensate for procedural variations isotopically labelled steroids are added as internal 

standards at this stage. Shaking leads to absorption of the non-polar analytes (here: steroids) 

into the coating, while polar analytes and macromolecules stay in the liquid supernatant. 

Subsequently, the supernatant is removed, followed by a wash step to further remove matrix 

constituents, such as phospholipids and proteins, from the wells. In a final step, the analytes 

are eluted from the coating by a solvent (mixture) containing acetonitrile or methanol at 

higher concentrations. The eluates are transferred to a non-coated standard well plate and 

analyzed by LC-MS/MS. 

 

Sample processing with the AC Extraction Plate is performed according to the workflow 

illustrated in Figure 1: 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1. Sample preparation workflow with the Tecan AC Extraction Plate
TM

. 

 

Detection of the analytes was accomplished on a triple stage quadrupole mass spectrometer 

(TripleQuad5500, ABSciex), operated in positive electrospray ionization and MRM (muliple 

reaction monitoring) mode. 

 

Results: 

 

Four calibrator levels, one blank calibrator and three control levels (Biocrates, Innsbruck, 

Austria) were used to generate calibration curves and to determine linearity and accuracy of 

extraction procedures. Precision and accuracy values were additionally determined in human 

plasma fortified with elevated concentration of the analyte 17 α -hydroxyprogesterone. 

Details on intra- and inter-plate precision values as well as inter-day precision will be 

presented. 

  

With both sample preparation procedures comparable LOQs were reached: 

 Testosterone:    0.05 ng/mL 

 Androstenedione:    0.1 ng/mL 

 17-Hydroxyprogesterone:  1 ng/mL 



 

Extraction efficiency for the AC Extraction Plate was slightly lower (45%) compared to the 

SLE-plate (70%). On the other side the observed background noise in the mass 

chromatograms was distinctly lower and more reproducible in the case of AC Extraction 

Plate extraction procedure 

 

While for the SLE-plate procedure the rather hazardous solvent dichloromethane is required, 

only non-halogenated organic solvents and water are needed for the AC Extraction Plate. 

 

 

Conclusions: 

 

Tecan AC Extraction Plate
 
allows for a simple sample preparation protocol easily adoptable 

to automation on  Liquid Handling Systems. As only pipetting and shaking steps are required, 

this application is suitable for the robotic systems with a small footprint and limited 

hardware: pipetting channels and an on-deck shaker, whereby both workflows can also be 

implemented together on the same instrument by adding a vacuum unit. 

Although performance results are comparable, the AC Extraction Plate has significant 

workflow advantages for automation compared to the SLE plate: 1) its procedure requires 

fewer processing steps; 2) it is easier to automate due to its simple pipette & shake protocol; 

3) it does not require halogenated solvents; 4) the final eluate can be directly injected into the 

LCMS-system, enabling quantitative analysis without the need for solvent blow-down and 

reconstitution. 
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